Growth hormone–secreting (GH-secreting) pituitary tumors are driven by oncogenes that induce cAMP signaling. In this issue of the JCI, Ben-Shlomo et al. performed a whole-exome study of pituitary adenomas. GH-secreting tumors had a high frequency of whole chromosome or chromosome arm copy number alterations and were associated with an increase in the tumor protein p53 and the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21WAF1/CIP1, which are findings consistent with induction of a response to DNA damage. Further, treatment of mouse pituitary cells with cAMP pathway agonists in vitro and in vivo elicited biomarkers of DNA replication stress or double-strand breaks. The findings of Ben Shlomo et al. indicate that oncoproteins that drive constitutively high cAMP signaling pathway output in susceptible cell types can elicit DNA replication stress and may promote genomic instability.
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### Pituitary adenoma growth and growth hormone secretion

Pituitary adenomas have a prevalence of approximately 1 in 1000 persons and constitute approximately 15% of all brain tumors. They are often identified incidentally, are almost invariably benign, and are confined to the sella turcica (1). More aggressive tumors can invade surrounding structures and frequently recur after surgical resection. The accepted definition of pituitary malignancy, however, is restricted to tumors that metastasize craniospinally or to distant sites, and these are exceedingly rare (<0.1/100,000 population) (2). Growth hormone–secreting (GH-secreting) pituitary (somatotroph) adenomas, which give rise to acromegaly or gigantism, represent up to 15% of all pituitary neoplasms.

There is compelling evidence that constitutive activation of cAMP signaling plays an important role in driving somatotroph adenoma growth and GH secretion. Salient examples are reflected in patients who develop acromegaly as a result of neuroendocrine tumors that ectopically secrete GH-releasing hormone (GHRH) (3) or because of germline or somatic mutations of canonical signaling effectors in the cAMP pathway. Specific mutations include those of \(\text{GRP101}\), the orphan G protein–coupled receptor (4), \(\text{GNAS}\), the gene encoding the \(\text{Gs}\alpha\) subunit of the heterotrimeric G protein receptor (4), \(\text{GNAS}\), which catalyzes the conversion of ATP to cAMP (5, 6), \(\text{PKR2ARIA}\), a regulatory subunit of protein kinase A (7), as well as inactivating mutations of \(\text{AIP}\), the aryl hydrocarbon receptor–interacting protein (8).

### A signature of DNA damage response

In this issue of the JCI, Ben-Shlomo et al. describe the results of whole-exome sequencing of 159 pituitary adenomas, the largest series reported so far. The study revealed infrequent recurrent single nucleotide mutations or small insertions/deletions, with the exception of 29% of somatotroph adenomas that harbored activating mutations of \(\text{GNAS}\) (9). Consistent with prior studies, somatic copy number alterations (SCNAs) were the predominant lesions (10, 11) and primarily involved gains or losses of whole chromosomes or chromosome arms, which were particularly enriched in GH- and prolactin-secreting adenomas. The size of the study cohort allowed the researchers to utilize the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) to analyze single gene pathways lying within these large SCNAs. The KEGG pathway analysis revealed that genes relating to the inherited disease Fanconi anemia were more frequently deleted in secretory adenomas, particularly somatotroph tumors. The genes represented in the KEGG Fanconi anemia pathway, which include \(\text{BRCA2}\), \(\text{BRCA1}\), \(\text{REV3L}\), \(\text{HESI}\), and \(\text{RMI1}\), would be more accurately defined as components of a signature of response to DNA damage arising during DNA replication. Whereas the Fanconi anemia pathway mitigates the toxicity of DNA regions whose cross strands are covalently linked (interstrand DNA crosslinks), the five genes identified contribute to repairing DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) (12). Only somatotroph adenomas had increased levels of p53 and p21\(^{WAF1/CIP1}\), consistent with the notion that these cells may manifest more general forms of DNA damage.

When Ben-Shlomo and colleagues treated mouse primary pituitary cultures with forskolin or GHRH to increase cAMP levels, phosphorylated histone protein H2AX (\(\gamma\text{H2AX}\)) levels increased. Phosphorylated \(\gamma\text{H2AX}\) forms when double-stranded DNA DSBs appear. Long-term treatment of mice with the long-acting GHRH analog CJC-1295 increased GH levels and pituitary weight, which was associated with an increase in \(\gamma\text{H2AX}\)
and Olive tail moment in comet assays, a measure of noncontinuous DNA strands. Although these data could indicate an induction of DNA DSBs or DNA replication stress, γH2AX can also be present during other biological processes, such as normal DNA replication, gametogenesis, or histone deacetylase inhibition (13, 14). Similarly, a comet assay is a useful reporter of DNA damage, but the assay is also affected by the fraction of cells in S phase. Both damaged DNA and DNA replication intermediates, such as unresolved Oka-zaki fragments, are noncontiguous DNA species, and both contribute to the Olive tail moment (15). Hence, the increased γH2AX levels and Olive tail moments observed by Ben-Shlomo et al. may reflect both DNA damage and increased levels of S-phase cells. Although each of these experiments in isolation is subject to alternative interpretations, taken together with the evidence that GH adenomas have increased p53 and the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21CIP1/WAF1 levels (9), the lack of appropriate model systems detracts from the ability to explore the mechanisms accounting for DNA damage in somatotroph tumor cells in greater detail (9). As in other endocrine cell types, cAMP was the key second messenger driving growth and hormone production in GH-secreting cells. Upon stimulation with forskolin or CJC-1295, there was a chronic and sustained increase in cAMP levels (9). The cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases (PDEs) are a large family of enzymes that break down cAMP and cGMP (20). Although some of the PDEs have been found to be overexpressed in pituitary tumors (21), Ben Shlomo et al. found that expression of PDE4D, which specifically degrades cAMP, was decreased in human GH-secreting adenomas (9). Conversely, autonomously functioning thyroid adenoma (AFTA), an analogous benign tumor type also driven by oncogenes that constitutively increase cAMP levels (22, 23), shows up to ninefold higher PDE4D levels when compared with levels in normal thyroid tissue (24). This increase in PDE4 levels points to the presence of a functional negative feedback pathway in AFTAs that is disabled in GH-secreting pituitary tumors, raising the possibility that unconstrained cAMP-driven signaling may trigger DNA hyperreplication in somatotrophs. This hyperreplication would be consistent with the indices of DNA damage response activation observed (9).

Conclusions and considerations

As Ben-Shlomo and colleagues point out, the lack of appropriate model systems detracts from the ability to explore the mechanisms accounting for DNA damage in somatotroph tumor cells in greater detail (9). As in other endocrine cell types, cAMP was the key second messenger driving growth and hormone production in GH-secreting cells. Upon stimulation with forskolin or CJC-1295, there was a chronic and sustained increase in cAMP levels (9). The cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases (PDEs) are a large family of enzymes that break down cAMP and cGMP (20). Although some of the PDEs have been found to be overexpressed in pituitary tumors (21), Ben Shlomo et al. found that expression of PDE4D, which specifically degrades cAMP, was decreased in human GH-secreting adenomas (9). Conversely, autonomously functioning thyroid adenoma (AFTA), an analogous benign tumor type also driven by oncogenes that constitutively increase cAMP levels (22, 23), shows up to ninefold higher PDE4D levels when compared with levels in normal thyroid tissue (24). This increase in PDE4 levels points to the presence of a functional negative feedback pathway in AFTAs that is disabled in GH-secreting pituitary tumors, raising the possibility that unconstrained cAMP-driven signaling may trigger DNA hyperreplication in somatotrophs. This hyperreplication would be consistent with the indices of DNA damage response activation observed (9).

Alternatively, unresolved DNA-RNA hybrids (R loops) may promote the DNA damage response in tumoral somatotrophs. R loops form during transcription when nascent RNA hybridizes to its template DNA strand, displacing the complementary single-stranded DNA. When DNA replication forks encounter the transcriptional machinery or the associated R loop structures, the resulting collisions can cause DNA damage (25, 26). In the setting of constitutive cAMP signaling in somatotrophs, in which there is induction of both DNA synthesis and gene transcription, R loop structures provide a plausible mechanism for inducing the DNA damage response pathway.

Genomic instability is one of the enabling hallmarks of cancer (27). As shown by Ben-Shlomo et al. (9) and others, hormone-secreting pituitary adenomas are characterized by widespread chromosomal abnormalities, yet malignant trans-
formation is infrequent, as are mutations of TP53 or other tumor suppressors that could allow cells to evade senescence or apoptosis (9, 11). Less clear is the possible role of the heterozygous deletions of the DNA repair genes described in this work (9). Presumably the mutations driving constitutive cAMP signaling are early events in pituitary tumorigenesis, with the SCNs that cause these gene deletions arising later in the course of clonal evolution. One can only speculate as to whether the compound allelic losses of these genes may somehow perpetuate a dysfunctional response to DNA damage that preferentially directs cells toward senescence rather than apoptotic cell death.
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